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TEST 8 
 

l-    By the end of the year, everybody who 
....... unemployed for over two years ....... 
on a training scheme. 

A) is/will be sending 
B) was/had been sending 
C) has been/will have been sent 
D) had been/has been sent  
E) will be/is going to send 

2-   The point on the surface of the Earth 
directly above the focus, the point where 
the first movement ...,.., place, ....... the 
epicenter of an earthquake. 

A) takes/is called 
B) has taken/has called 
C) will be taken/has been called 
D) was taken/was called  
E) is taking/will have called 

3-   The Richter Magnitude Scale, which 
....... upon the amount of energy released 
by the rock movements rather than 
upon surface damage, ....... earthquakes 
on a 1 to 10 scale. 

A) bases/has graded 
B) has based/was graded 
C) was based/is graded 
D) will be based/graded  
E) is based/grades 

4-   Forms of bread ....... as food since 
prehistoric times. Probably, the first 
bread ....... from acorns or beechnuts. 

A) were used/has been made 
B) will have been used/was making 
C) have been used/was made 
D) are used/used to make  
E) were being used/is made 
 
 

5-   Constantin Brancusi, who ....... by the 
French sculptor Rodin, ....... works in 
bronze, stone and wood. 

A) influences/was created 
B) was influenced/created 
C) influenced/has created 
D) has been influenced/is created  
E) will be influencing/is creating 

6-   Thatched roofs ....... in London in 1212, 
but they ....... to be used elsewhere even 
today. 

A) are forbidden/are continued 
B) have been forbidden/will continue 
C) forbade/have been continuing 
D) were forbidden/continue 
E) had forbidden/have continued 

7-   The city of Plovdiv, on the Maritsa 
River  in Bulgaria, ....... considerably in 
an earthquake in 1928. 

A) was damaged B) is damaged                        
C) had damaged D) was damaging                       
E) has been damaged 

8-   All video cassettes ....... before they ....... 
to the hire shop. 

A) have to rewind/return 
B) should be rewound/are returned 
C) must have rewound/are returning 
D) will be rewound/were returned  
E) can rewind/are being returned 

9-   Miguel de Cervantes ....... the idea for 
the novel Don Quixote while in prison. 
The second part of the story ....... one 
year before he died. 

A) was conceived/was completing 
B) had conceived/has completed 
C) used to conceive/completes 
D) has conceived/must be completed  
E) conceived/was completed 
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10- Mecca ....... by tens of thousands of 
pilgrims annually. 

A) has visited B) visits 
C) is visited           D) visited 
E) may be visiting 

11- Molasses ....... as a by-product of sugar 
production. Several light and flavourful 
varieties ....... as table syrups. 

A) obtains/have been used 
B) is being obtained/wall be using 
C) was obtained/had used 
D) is obtained/are used 
E) has been obtained/are using 

12- Mark ....... to let us Know that they ....... 
for the party. 

A) has phoned/will be delayed 
B) has been phoning/have delayed 
C) had been phoned/were delaying 
D) will be phoned/delayed 
E) is phoning/had been delayed 

13- If the direct sunlight ....... you, I can 
draw the blinds. 

A) has been disturbed 
B) was disturbed 
C) was disturbing 
D) is disturbed  
E) is disturbing 

14- Microorganisms ....... into bacteria, 
protozoans, algae, fungi and viruses, and 
the study of each ....... a separate 
specialty within microbiology. 

A) have classified/is formed 
B) will be classified/has been formed 
C) are classifying/has formed 
D) were classified/was formed  
E) are classified/forms 

15- The city of Bremen, Germany, ....... into 
two sections: Altstadt and Neustadt. The 
two sections ....... by three bridges. 

A) is divided/are connected 
B) has been divided/are connecting 
C) was being divided/have connected 
D) was dividing/had been connected  
E) divides/connect 

16- Mr Cartwright ....... at the moment for 
the promotion. I hope he gets the job as 
he ....... it. 

A) is interviewing/has deserved 
B) has been interviewed/is deserving 
C) is being interviewed/deserves 
D) will be interviewed/deserved  
E) interviews/will have deserved 
 

17- If eating disorders they can be fatal. 

A) aren't treating B) aren't treated               
C) weren't treated  D) don't treat                  
E) haven't treated 

 

18- The manager would like these letters 
.......  out today. 

A) to have sent       B) having sent 
C) to be sent D) to send 
E) are going to send 

 

19- The guest rooms ...... before your cousins 
from Canada visit us. 

A) will have to be redecorated 
B) used to be redecorated 
C) will have redecorated 
D) must have redecorated  
E) had been redecorated 
 

20- The actress Coral Atkins was so 
appalled by the way children ....... in 
state homes that she ....... her own 
children's home. 

A) are treating/was opening 
B) have been treated/is opened 
C) had treated/opens 
D) were treated/opened 
E) will be treating/is going to open 
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21- Coral Atkins devoted her life .... 
providing a home for unwanted 
children. 

A) with   B) for                                              
C) to  D) about 
E) in 
 

22- I hope we ....... with lunch after the 
presentation as I haven't brought any 
sandwiches. 

A) were served B) have been served 
C) serve                  D) are serving 
E) will be served 

 

23- Professional microbiologists ........ in a 
wide variety of positions, but the 
majority ........ in universities, 
government agencies or industry. 

A) are employed/work 
B) used to employ/worked 
C) employ/have been worked 
D) were employed/will have worked  
E) can employ/should work 
 

24- John ....... for his directness, but I think 
his remarks to David ....... as plain rude! 

A) has known/should be described 
B) is known/can be described 
C) knew/will be describing 
D) has been known/were describing  
E) knows/must have described  
 

25- I ....... that the car is any good until I 
....... it myself. 

A) haven't been convinced/drove 
B) wasn't convincing/was driving 
C) won't be convinced/have driven 
D) wasn't convinced/had been driven  
E) can't be convinced/have been driven  

26- The town of Balboa is situated on the 
site of a swamp, which ....... with the 
rocks dug out while the Panama Canal 

A) has been filled/was constructing 
B) has been filling/will be constructed 
C) was filling/had been constructed 
D) was filled/was being constructed  
E) will be filled/has been constructing  

27- The tea tree ....... only in Australia, but 
recently people around the world ....... 
the oil for many medicinal purposes. 

A) grows/have been using 
B) was grown/were using 
C) has been grown/use 
D) is growing/will have used  
E) grew/had been used 

28- Tom Thumb, the famous dwarf of the 
19th century, was born Charles 
Sherwood Stratton, but later he ....... by 
his stage name. 

A) knew  B) will know 
C) has been known  D) has known 
E) was known 

29- Tom Thumb ....... parents of normal 
height, but he only ....... to a height of 3 
feet 4 inches. 

A) has/had been grown 
B) had/grew 
C) is having/will be grown 
D) had had/will grow  
E) was having/has grown 

30-After the workers ....... from their jobs at 
the factory, not many of them ....... jobs 
quickly. 

A) were dismissed/had been found 
B) have been dismissed /were finding 
C) dismiss/are finding 
D) will have dismissed/can find  
E) had been dismissed/found  
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31- Residents who live near the nuclear 
power plant worry that their children 
....... to radioactivity. 

A) expose 
B) exposed 
C) will have exposed 
D) had exposed 
E) are being exposed 
 

32- Our manager usually comes to work 
dressed ....... a three piece pinstriped 
suit. 

A) with  B) on                                       
C) in  D) about 
E) for 
 

33- The organisers claim that visitors ....... at 
the exhibits at the EXPO2000 exhibition 
in Hanover, Germany. 

A) will be amazed 
B) are going to amaze 
C) will have amazed 
D) have been amazing  
E) had amazed 
 

34- When you ....... an advertisement, you 
....... into account the type of people you 
want to be attracted to it. 

 
A) are being designed/must Lake .     
B) designed/had better take 
C) are designing/have to take 
D) will design/have been taken  
E) had designed/will be taking 

35- The National Lottery ....... twice a week 
in the UK: Wednesday and Saturday. 

A) is drawn B) is drawing 
C) was drawing       D) draws 
E) has drawn 

36- At the beginning of the 2Oth century 
most solid waste ........ of by dumping it 
onto vacant land near where it ..... . 

A) had disposed/has generated 
B) has been disposed/generates 
C) will have disposed/is generating 
D) disposed/has been generated  
E) was disposed/was generated 

37- Unlike many top tennis tournaments, 
the matches at Wimbledon are played 
...... grass courts. 

A) with   B) about                                 
C) in  D) on 
E) by 

38-After I ...... ants in the kitchen, I ...... the 
crack in the wall with ant powder. 

A) had discovered/filled 
B) was discovered/was filled 
C) was discovering/should fill 
D) have discovered/was filling  
E) discover/have been filled 

39- Many home appliances, like vacuum  
cleaners or microwave ovens, ....... for 
their labour-saving or time-saving 
capabilities, while others ....... for their 
convenience. 

A) have chosen/will purchase 
B) are chosen/are purchased 
C) will be chosen/purchase 
D) are choosing/have purchased  
E) choose/will be purchased 

40- Airliners ........ parachutes because it is 
impractical to instruct passengers in 
their use in an emergency situation. 

A) aren't carried 
B) weren't carrying 
C) won't be carried 
D) don't carry  
E) hadn't carried 
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41- You ...... for the name of the caller 
before you transfer any calls. 

A) used to ask 
B) have asked 
C) may have asked 
D) should have asked  
E) must ask 

42- It's surprising that, of the few Viking 
helmets that ....... in excavations so far, 
none ...... horns. 

A) were found/may have 
B) were finding/had 
C) have been found/have 
D) had found/were having  
E) are found/are having 

43- The enormously heavy bill which .... the 
shoveler bird its name ....... for feeding 
on the surface of ponds and lakes. 

A) was given/had been adapting 
B) has been given/will be adapted 
C) was giving/has adapted 
D) gives/is adapted 
E) will give/had been adapted 

44- Because air navigation is concerned with 
direction and distance, the plane must 
be equipped ......... devices for measuring 
these factors. 

A) about   B) with                                    
C) by   D) on 
E) from 

45- Of the many methods that are available 
today, only radio navigation ....... for all-
weather flying. 

A) has been using 
B) will have used 
C) can be used 
D) had been used  
E) could have used 

46- According to the autopsy results, the 
victim was shot in the back ....... a semi 
automatic hand gun ....... a left-handed 
person. 

A) for /from  B) from/with                           
C) in/about  D) with/by 
E) by/for 

47- Although very often the autopsy ...... 
only with forensic, or legal, medicine in 
the determination of the cause or details 
of death from foul play, it ...... a number 
of other purposes as well. 

A) is associated/serves 
B) has been associated/is served 
C) associated/was serving 
D) was associated/has been served  
E) had associated /served  

48- The community centre can be used ....... 
meetings of the club whenever needed. 

A) with   B) about                                    
C) by  D) from 
E) for 

49- The manufacturer was ....... with 
excitement at receiving his first large 
order. 

A) influenced  B) considered                           
C) depressed  D) filled 
E) covered 

50- After his brother made his fortune on 
the stock market, Scott was convinced 
....... the wisdom of investing his money 
in stocks and shares. 

A) with  B) from                                   
C) for  D) at 
E) of 
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